March 26, 2020

★ Practice writing your Name
   ○ If you can… practice writing your first and last name

★ Count to 20 with an adult
   ○ If you can.. Practice writing 1-20
   ○ ASL: [Image of ASL numbers 1-10 and 11-20]

★ Say the Alphabet with an Adult
   ○ Remember Say it, not Sing it! :)
   ○ Click Here for See It, Say It, Sign It

★ Lesson:
   ○ Read: Chicka Chicka Boom Boom OR
   ○ Activity:
     1. Write your alphabet if you can or make alphabet flashcards-- practice with an adult.
        Option 2
     2. Complete 2 pages in your workbook -- trace the letters, color the picture, practice writing the letters
        ** Post your pictures on ClassTag! **
   ○ Watch:

★ Parent Resource: Learning Without Tears Curriculum Home Access

Check ClassTag later for the “Daily Scavenger Hunt” and the “Daily Doodle”. Remember to post your pictures of completing activities!

Stay Healthy & Happy,
Miss Rachel